vivre PROFILES

PREFINISHED INTERLOCKING WOODEN PANELS
WITH TRUE TO TOUCH TEXTURED SURFACES

TIMBER  |  SOFT COLOURS  |  MARBLE

LEATHER  |  CONCRETE  |  METAL

European architect-grade product from the house of vivre PANELS
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

• Refining raw wood fibres for quality.
• Gluing, pressing & calibrating into uniform panels.
• Routing wooden panels into desired designs.
• Applying textured PVC finishes on top layer.

SPECIFICATIONS

CORE: Engineered Wood (HMR-Grade MDF)
FINISH: Textured PVC Membrane
HEIGHT: 9ft (2750mm)
WIDTH 121mm (4.75 inches)
THICKNESS: 18mm (3/4th inch)

Note: This catalogue contains pictures of original Profile samples. ZOOM IN to see the actual texture of each Profile.
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INSTALLATION

- Panel the wall with either aluminum channels or plywood as the base
- Fixing the panel: Drill screws on the lower side of the 1st panel at intermitted distance
- Overlap the upper side of the 2nd panel on the 1st panel
- Again drill the screws on the lower side of the 2nd panel
- As we repeat the process, screws are hidden & we achieve perfectly consistent panelling
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Ribbed Slats
Vivre products add natural beauty to your spaces. Colour variance, weave irregularities and shading that appears in these products are to enhance natural beauty and are not imperfections. Utmost care has been taken to provide accurate descriptions and technical specifications. Please excuse errors and omissions, if any. No guarantee / warranty of the product after installation (dimensional tolerance +/- 5 to 10%). Technical specifications and products are subject to change without prior intimation. Use same batch material to avoid colour variations. Vivre confirms that all products are free from manufacturing defects and perfectly fit for use in normal conditions.